I. INTRODUCTION
In previous works [1,21, we experimentally verified that electron velocity overshoot is achieved in sub0. I p,mSOIMOSFETs when gate drive is low, and high performance operation can be realized by using the velocity overshoot effect at a low supply voltage. In this study, we have experimentally compared hole and elctron velocities in the subO.l p,nregion using SOI and bulk MOSFETs. We In order to a,nal5ze the physical mechanism for u degra" dation, we studied the intrinsic a" and u6 as a function of F, where l,he intrinsic velocity is obtaine<l by considering the self-heating and the pa.rasitic resistalrce. Figure 3 shows the pr dependence of u translated from the l/6 and The contour map of u in the relationship between p and L41 is shown in Fig. 5 . It is found that the p dependencr of o is more marked for shorter L41. We also find that, for shorter Lef I, the critical mobility for velocity overshoot exceeding u".6 _ 1 x 107 cm/s be oomer lower. Indeed, the critic"l p is given by p -22.t lcmz/Vsl x exp(30.6 [p--t] x L"rf). Since p -lfi) cmz/Vs in pMOSFE"fs, Letl must be less than 0.05 pm to attain velocity overshoot.
Next, we discuss deign for low-power operation. The pourer supply voltage Vaa conditions to achieve the velocity overshoot are shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 6 (a) shows t,lrat, in t,he ca.se of clectrons, Vaa -0.5 V is tlre rnosl, suitable for high-speed operation using the velocity overshoot. In the higher l/aa region, u" decrease according to the mobility reduction a.s shown in Fig. 3 . Ilencg the electron velocity overshoot is suitable for low-power ap plications, such as less than 1 V. Ilowever, in Fig. 6(b 
